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Features

CRYPTO COIN OF HOPE
Unique on its path to light

BACKED BY DIAMONDS
Bridge to a bright future
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Over 1 t rillion of dollars a year are
spend on weapons
There are about 8 billion mobile
phones on planet
Approximately 11 m illion children die
annually, more than half are under 5
y.o.

More than 80% of earth population
doesn?t have access to standard
medical services
If we took 0,5% of those expenses and
applied it toward improving the social
conditions of the planet?s children,
then together we could solve these
problems within a few years
Our team has thought for a long time
about how to help children anywhere
in the world without asking for money
for this assistance
We are thoroughly convinced that
children are the planet?s and our
society?s future!

Our team has developed a means for
helping children, anywhere in the
world, without asking for payment
We call this means: "CCOH" Crypto
Coin of Hope
We created a decentralized fund for
children, which doesn?t require for
donat ions

Anyone with ISKRA, can
exchange it for diamonds in an
ordinary store. (ISKRA is issued
using Ethereum blockchain, an
ERC-20 standard)

Anyone who wants to
purchase a diamond of any
size, whether for an
engagement ring or as an
investment automatically
helps children (wit hout
donat ing a penny)
ISKRA will be exchanged for
diamonds based on the
international RAPAPORT price
list. Every diamond that you
want to receive in exchange for
ISKRA will have GIA certificate

We are initially releasing a
limited number of ISKRA, our
"Big Bang". This amount is
fixed, and won't change!

LUCEM AND STORES
Why would a store or a firm that sells diamonds need this?
We advertise and attract customers to

The most important thing for stores

their stores for free. According to our

and companies during the currency's
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In simpler terms, we will pay stores for
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We believe in ISKRA, and this is our

becomes a "Lucem" project

win

participant, and can boldly consider
themselves a charity

At this time, almost 2 billion people buying goods and services on Internet
Today, consumers are offered products,
but they have to choose between them.
Before products get to the customer,
they often pass through intermediaries.
That gives us a price+m arkup. And
there is no guarantee the customer will
find the product he needs. Today, you
could drown in advertisements
Large corporations invest huge amounts
in advertising. Medium and small
businesses are unable to spend similar
amounts on advertising, which costs
them potential customers
A customer can't spend a lot of time
searching, so he surrenders and buys
whatever is closest to what he wants

We are building a completely different
system. We offer a revolutionary trading
platform
Most importantly, this is not advertising
and pretty packaging, but it's the
customer 's terms and his time. Time is
the most valuable thing a person has!
There isn't enough time to waste it
searching for products
Businesses spend huge sums to find
customers, but there is no guarantee
that the customer will like a product and
buy it

IT'S TIM E TO
CHANGE THE
SYSTEM !
Here are the platform's
guiding principles

1. "WIN-WIN"

2. Quick and convenient

3. Accessible and safe

4. Honest and profitable

We are convinced that
person paying must set the
terms, but he still should
follow the "win-win"
principle. This platform will
save all participants time
and money.
Right now, blockchain do
this well. Transactions are
cheaper; confirmations are
almost instantaneous.
There are no geographic
restrictions.

THE LUCEM PROJECT
Lucem is a decentralized fund for helping children.
The fund's ONLY concern will be to purchase and deliver medical
equipment and medicine to children all over the world. (in the
future, new initiatives are possible: waste treatment facilities,
water desalination, green energy)*
Complete fund audits, all accounting, legal support, and all
logistics will be paid for by the developers of Lucem and ISKRA.
All documentation will be made publicly available. The
community will decide by vote, what projects the fund should
finance and where.
The fund's resourses will only be used for purchase and delivery
of assistance to children.

HOW FUND WORKS

We are issuing a limited number of tokens, a total of 300,000,000: the "Bing Bang"!
1. The first beam of light (50,000,000) will reach the fund immediately. These are
the resourses, which after the community makes a decision, will be used ONLY ON
CHILDREN
There will be several such "beams", but not more than 3. This protects the fund's
resourses (we are trying to avoid any risk of losing the fund's resourses; these
resourses belong to children)
2. Any honorable person with good intentions can submit a project proposal to the
Lucem fund. A team of experts will conduct an audit, and will provide all public
documentation regarding the project's cost and implementation: purchase costs;
shipping fees; freight expenses; customs fees and other taxes, if required; and
costs related to installation, storage, etc. All this work will be carried out by the
Lucem team wit hout using t he fund's resourses
3. After we provide a full project breakdown, the public will vote to decide which
projects are implemented, and in what amount.

DISTRIBUTION OF TOKENS

ROADMAP
Q1-2019

Q3-2019:

Smart-Contract new
compilator

Listing

Smart-Contract CCOH/ETH
beta
Visa/Master Card platform
test

Exchanges
Voiting dapp
Voting platform+contract
Dev. beta-wallet
First audit of project

Q2-2019

Connect to UNiCEF projects

Voting platform+contract
test start

Integrate WEB3 to fund's
site

Voting dapp test start
Industry wide adoption legal

Q4-2019:

Beta-test Fund site

First voting

Bounty+ Airdrops

First children's project (or
before)

Pre-Token (Pre-Token 2 only
hardGoal before EndTime)
Bounty paid every 2 weeks

Beta-wallet test start
Ethereum node start
Beta-Test of * * * start
(only for humans)
Dev. learning dapp

No matter how dark the night, the dawn will come!

